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A number of experimental photothermal deflection, ac photovoltage, and
ac photocurrent spectra for CdS photoelectrochemical cells are presented. The spectra were obtained under various conditions, with the
use of modulated light: open circuit and short circuit, and with a dc bias
applied across the working and counter electrodes. The measurement of
both the photothermal deflection and the photoaction signals allows one
to monitor two energy conversion channels, namely optical-to-thermal,
and optical-to-electrical. The photothermai deflection technique was found
to provide useful information regarding the surface condition of the
electrodes, with respect to polishing or corrosion damage. Finally, the
effect of a current-induced species gradient at the working electrode/
electrolyte interface upon the photothermal deflection signal is also examined.
Index Headings: Photothermal deflection spectroscopy; Photocurrent/
photovoltage spectroscopy; CdS photoelectrode; Photoelectrochemical
energy conversion.

INTRODUCTION
CdS, a direct-gap II-VI compound semiconductor, has
been the subject of many photoelectrochemical 1,2 and
optical studies; 3-5both solid-state 6and solid/electrolyte 1,2
junction devices employing CdS have been built which
efficiently convert high energy light (h~ > 2.4 eV) to
electrical energy. CdS is an electronically complex material, but tends to be n-type; donor levels are usually
the result of impurity doping, but can even be plentiful
in pure materials due to the wide variety of possible
native defects. 7 In this study involving four CdS crystals,
both pure and doped materials were used, with resistivities varying over a wide range.
When CdS (or any other suitable semiconductor) is
brought into contact with an electrolyte (usually concentrated), a depletion layer is formed within the semiconductor surface, and a photovoltaic effect occurs when
the semiconductor/electrolyte junction is illuminated with
superbandgap light--the basis for the photoelectrochemical cell. 8 If a second metal (counter) electrode is
placed in the electrolyte with the semiconductor, and an
insulated metal ohmic contact is made on the semiconductor back, the photovoltaic effect can be measured as
the open-circuit voltage. Alternatively, a dc bias can be
applied across the illuminated working electrode (WE)
and the dark counter electrode (CE); the dc bias will
induce both a shift in the electronic bands within the
semiconductor and a dark cell current, while the light
will create a photocurrent, flowing under essentially shortcircuit conditions. Both of these arrangements are comReceived 28 April 1988; revision received 12 August 1988.
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monly used to study the optoelectronic properties of
semiconductor/electrolyte junctions.
The performance of a given photoelectrochemical
(PEC) cell will depend upon both the optical and the
electronic properties of the junction interface. The traditional method for obtaining the optical properties of a
semiconductor electrode is to perform transmission and/
or reflectivity measurements. These techniques are not
well suited for thick, light-scattering crystals, especially
when the samples are mounted in an electrochemical cell
and immersed in electrolyte. When optical absorption
measurements are to be carried out in situ, with the PEC
electrode operating as a photovoltaic device, clearly other
spectroscopic techniques are required. One convenient
way of obtaining qualitative optical absorption spectra
for PEC electrodes is to use photothermal deflection
spectroscopy (PDS), a well-known thermal wave technique. 9 PDS is a noncontact technique which employs a
probe laser beam propagating parallel to the WE surface
to detect the refractive index (temperature) gradient
which exists perpendicular to an illuminated electrode;
most of the light absorbed by the WE is normally converted to heat by the efficient nonradiative de-excitation
of the nonequilibrium, optically generated electron-hole
pairs. For signal-to-noise ratio enhancement, the optical
excitation is usually periodically modulated, and the ac
component of the PDS signal is monitored via lock-in
detection. In this regime the PDS technique can be used
to obtain depth-resolved information, by varying the
modulation frequency; for instance, at higher frequencies
the PDS amplitude and phase provide insight regarding
near-surface absorption. Surface information is important in PEC studies because the interface properties of
an electrode will often determine the efficiency of its
operation; surface polishing damage or thin corrosion
layers which form during cell operation can both cause
the deterioration of cell performance. One problem in
applying PDS to a PEC cell under load occurs when the
cell current creates a species gradient along the probe
beam path; this species gradient causes a refractive index
gradient which will perturb the thermal PDS signal component. A spectrum will be examined which was considerably altered by a species gradient.
Both the optical and electronic characteristics of a
PEC electrode can be studied by obtaining photoaction
(photocurrent/voltage) spectra under various cell conditions, i.e., at open circuit (OC) or short circuit (SC),
or under dc bias. In the majority of cases, we obtained
photoaction spectra concurrently with PDS spectra, in
which case both the amplitude and phase were obtained
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for the ac photocurrent/photovoltage. Owing to the lack
of pertinent theoretical models for ac optical excitation,
discussion of photoaction phase spectra will be entirely
descriptive. Overall, the photoaction spectra were consistent with the electrode optical and electronic properties obtained by other means (PDS and Mott-Schottky
analysis).
EXPERIMENTAL
For the sake of brevity, the four CdS samples will now
be referred to by the following labels: (1) pure high resistivity, HR-CdS; (2) pure low resistivity, LR-CdS; (3)
F-doped, F-CdS; and (4) Ga-doped, Ga-CdS. All four
crystals were obtained from Eagle-Picher, Inc. (Miami,
OK). Since all samples were grown from high-temperature melts or vapors, they were assumed to have the
wurtzite hexagonal structure. The HR- and LR-CdS
samples were grown by the chemical vapor transport
method described elsewhere2 ° The doped materials (Fand Ga-CdS) were grown by crystal pulling from a melt
in a carbon crucible, with the dopants present in the
melt. All of the crystals were of n-type, which is almost
always the case for CdS. 7
The HR-CdS crystal measured 10 × 9 x 0.5 mm 3, and
its exposed face was parallel to its optic axis; its nominal
resistivity was 1.93 × l0 s fl cm. 11 The LR-CdS sample
measured 10 × 10 x 0.5 mm 3 and also had its optic axis
parallel to its exposed face; its nominal resistivity was
4.75 It cm. 11 Originally the HR and LR crystals were
2 mm thick, but they were polished down to one-quarter
of their original thickness in an alumina-water slurry.
The F-CdS crystal contained 0.01% F ~ and measured 9
× 6 x 1.5 mm3; its exposed face was of unknown orientation. Fluorine atoms are known to form donors when
incorporated into the CdS lattice. TM The Ga-CdS sample
contained 100 ppm Ga ~1and measured 10 x 10 × 2 mm~;
it was also of unknown orientation. Gallium atoms are
also known to form donors in CdS22 Both of these doped
samples were cut from cylindrical boules with the use of
a thin, diamond-edged, copper circular saw and polished
in an alumina-water slurry. The pure samples were known
to be single crystals, but the doped samples were cut
from boules of unknown quality and were not positively
identified as single crystals.
Several steps were required to build operational working electrodes from the polished crystals. First, the crystals were etched in 3 M HC1 in order to remove as much
of the surface damage layer as possible; the 20-second
etch was followed by a rinse in distilled water. Second,
a bead of semiliquid indium-gallium amalgam was rubbed
onto the back of each crystal, opposite the face which
was to be exposed to the electrolyte. Smith ~3has shown
that simple pressure contact results in a good ohmic
junction between the In-Ga mixture and the CdS crystal.
Third, each crystal was epoxied (Devcon, 5 minute) onto
an acrylic backing so that all surfaces of the crystal except
the front face would be insulated. Finally, a copper wire
was contacted to the In-Ga bead on each crystal back
via a hole in the acrylic backing; this contact was then
insulated by filling the access hole with epoxy. The working electrodes were periodically etched in HC1 to remove
corrosion products. The PEC cell counter electrode, a
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piece of platinum foil covered in Pt black in order to
increase its effective surface area, had a projected surface
area of about 6 cm2; the Pt electrode seemed to be inert
in the corrosive polysulfide electrolyte. The potential of
the WE was monitored with respect to a saturated calomel electrode (SCE).
With respect to our choice of cell electrolyte, we decided upon a polysulfide solution. Our electrolyte was
expected to satisfy several requirements: Photoanodic
corrosion of the electrode should be inhibited; this type
of corrosion leads to the formation of a passivating sulfur
layer on the crystal when anodic current is passed through
the electrode under illumination.
CdS + hv -~ Cd2+aq + S~ + 2e-.

(1)

The electrolyte should also be transparent to the light
which is used to excite the electrode, and the electrolyte
should provide a reversible redox reaction whereby the
species oxidized at one electrode would be reduced at
the other. According to the Ellis e t al. 1,2 and Karas and
Ellis, TM polysulfide electrolyte (Na2S, S, and NaOH in
distilled water) was found to quench the anodic corrosion
of CdS up to a certain current density; also, under steady
current flow the electrolyte composition remained fairly
constant. Unfortunately, the large amount of sulfur (1.5
M S to 1.0 M Na2S) recommended by Hodes ~5 to stop
corrosion would yield a solution opaque to the shorter
visible wavelengths. Taking the above factors into account, we employed two similar polysulfide electrolytes:
(1) 1.0 M Na2S, 0.01 M S, and 1 M NaOH in distilled
water proved to be quite transparent; and (2) 1.0 M Na2S,
0.05 M S, and 1 M NaOH in distilled water was more
opaque than the former solution, but it provided better
corrosion protection. The two solutions will henceforth
be referred to as 0.01 M PS and 0.05 M PS, respectively.
The solutions were prepared from: (1) sodium sulfide, 9hydrate crystal (Na2S" 9H20), J. T. Baker, "Baker Analyzed"; (2) sublimed sulfur powder, U.S.P., J. T. Baker;
(3) sodium hydroxide pellets (NaOH), 98.3% NaOH, J.
T. Baker, "Baker Analyzed"; and (4) distilled water. After the completion of our work we discovered a paper by
Licht and Manassen TM which claimed that NaOH does
not serve any useful purpose in the polysulfide electrolyte
and can be excluded from the solution. Polysulfide electrolytes are known to decompose in air, and should be
argon purged to remove dissolved oxygen; we did not
purge our solutions, but they were kept in airtight containers and discarded after a few days of use.
The three cell electrodes and the electrolyte were contained in an airtight acrylic cell. The cell featured three
windows, one to allow the entry of the exciting optical
beam and two to allow the entry and exit of the PDS
probe laser beam. Other important parts of the experimental apparatus are as follows: Optical excitation was
carried out by means of an Oriel 8540 1000-W xenon
lamp in an Oriel 6141 housing; the lamp was equipped
with a photofeedback system to stabilize its power output. The lamp output was focused onto the input aperture of an Instruments S.A. Inc. monochromator,
equipped with a diffraction grating blazed in the infrared. The 4-mm monochromator slits provided an optical bandwidth of about 16 nm. The lamp beam from
the monochromator was periodically modulated with a
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FIG. 1. ac Photocurrent vs. voltage apparatus; R,ef,known reference
resistor.
PRA OC 4000 mechanical chopper. Three UV-grade
lenses, two f = 80 mm piano-convex and an [ = 50 mm
bi-convex, were used to focus the lamp beam to a rectangular image of a few mm 2. All devices except the lamp
were mounted on a Newport Research Inc. optical table.
The PDS probe beam was provided by an Optikon
2-mW He-Ne laser, LGK 7672, with an Optikon LM2P
power supply. An f = 20 mm piano-convex lens focused
the probe beam as it passed over the WE. The probe
laser was mounted on a tilting gimbal to allow careful
alignment of the beam relative to the sample surface.
The PDS beam deflection was detected by a United Detector Technology 431 X-Y position monitor, equipped
with a U D T SC/25 quad-cell; this detector was covered
by a 632.8-nm (He-Ne wavelength) interference filter to
minimize noise due to stray excitation light. The U D T
431 signal was fed into an Ithaco 1201 low-noise preamplifier for amplification and filtering. The ac signal
from the pre-amp was then fed into an EG&G Princeton
Applied Research Model 5204 lock-in analyzer. The lockin output, in this and in other cases, was sampled by a
computer-driven analog-to-digital conversion board.
The ac open-circuit photovoltage (OC PV) was monitored by connecting the WE and CE leads directly to
the A and B inputs, respectively, of a lock-in. The ac
short-circuit photocurrent (SC PC) was measured in a
similar fashion, but a small (about 10 ft) reference resistor
was connected across the A and B inputs of the lock-in.
The ac photocurrent-bias apparatus (see Fig. 1) consisted
of a Solartron Schlumberger 1250 frequency response
analyzer connected across a series combination of a reference resistor (about 10 ft) and the PEC cell. The ac
photocurrent across the reference resistor was monitored
with a lock-in.
R E S U L T S AND D I S C U S S I O N
PDS Spectra of CdS in Distilled Water. Prior to obtaining spectra in polysulfide electrolyte, we obtained
the PDS spectra of the CdS samples in distilled water

(DW). Although various means have been developed for
determining the absolute optical absorption coefficient
of a sample from PDS measurements (see, for instance,
Mandelis17), in the present case PDS data will only be
used to provide an indication of the relative bandgaps
of the four crystals. Also, the ability of the PDS phase
measurements to detect surface layer absorption will be
emphasized. Generally, the PDS signal amplitude and
phase for a homogeneous semiconductor obey the following spectral behavior: (1) Strongly absorbed superbandgap photons result in a relatively large magnitude
and small phase lag. The PDS signal is approximately a
linear function of the absorption coefficient when the
absorption length is greater than the thermal diffusion
length (see Eq. 2). When the absorption length is less
than the thermal diffusion length, the PDS signal is
termed to be saturated, and the amplitude and phase are
insensitive, nonlinear functions of the absorption coefficient. (2) As the photon energy is decreased towards
the bandgap energy, the magnitude decreases and the
phase lag increases; and (3) subbandgap photons are
usually absorbed weakly by bulk defect states, resulting
in a small magnitude and large phase lag. Quantitatively,
one expects to see a phase shift of about 45 ° as the absorption coefficient varies from large to small values. If
a thin, defect-rich damage layer exists on the crystal
surface due to polishing or corrosion, for instance, the
subbandgap PDS magnitude will generally increase, and
the subbandgap phase lag will decrease, compared to that
of a damage-free sample, indicating absorption near the
surface. Furthermore, if substantial absorption occurs in
the sample backing, phase shifts larger than 45 ° can be
expected (for example, see the experimental data for the
related photopyroelectric spectroscopy of CdS, in Mandells
Fig. 3b).
All CdS PDS amplitude spectra were normalized by a
reference lamp spectrum obtained by measuring the PDS
spectrum of a black-painted glass slide. In addition, some
spectra (both PDS and photoaction) were smoothed in
order to attenuate spectral features due to noise and
imperfect normalization; spectra containing distinct,
sharp spectral features were not smoothed, since such a
process would distort the spectra considerably. The
smoothing was carried out by replacing each data point
in a spectrum with new values obtained by averaging
each point with its two adjacent data values; all spectra
which were smoothed have been indicated as such.
Before we start examining the PDS spectra in detail,
note that in order to compare spectra of different crystals
we must obtain spectra at the same modulation frequency and take into account the variations in sample
thickness. For instance, Fig. 2 shows two PDS amplitude
spectra for F-CdS in DW obtained at 11 and 79 Hz; the
optical band edge for this sample appears to be a function
of modulation frequency, which is clearly not the case.
The apparent band edge shift was actually due to the
decrease in the sample thermal diffusion length, #t, as
the frequency was increased:

et al.,~s

#, =

(2k/pCw)

'/2

(2)

where k is the thermal conductivity, p is the density, C
is the specific heat, of the sample, and ¢o is the angular
frequency. This aspect of thermal wave spectroscopies
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has been discussed by Fesquet e t a l ? 9 in their paper on
determining the absorption coefficient of thick samples
using photoacoustic spectroscopy. Figure 2 also illustrates the depth-profiling nature of PDS--namely, that
the strong, near-surface absorption becomes relatively
more important than bulk absorption as the modulation
frequency increases.
Figure 3 (F-CdS, 25Hz) shows typical PDS amplitude
and phase behavior: For X < 500 nm the absorption
coefficient (a) is relatively constant, about 105 c m - 1 , 3-5
resulting in an almost constant magnitude and phase. As
a begins to drop, the heating "centroid" moves deeper
into the crystal bulk, the magnitude drops, and the phase
lag becomes larger. A simulation of the PDS signal for
CdS at 25 Hz, using the model due to Mandelis, ~7 indicated that the PDS signal was grossly saturated for a >
5 x 103 cm-~; thus, the significant drop in the PDS
amplitude for X > 500 nm would not be initiated until
a < 5 x 103 cm -1. The small, residual PDS amplitude
for X > 540 nm was probably due to a combination of
weak bulk absorption, surface absorption, and absorption in the backing; the subbandgap phase behavior
should help in the interpretation of the amplitude data.
The phase lag increased 30 ° from 505 to 540 nm, after
which it remained constant until 580 nm. This phase
change was close to the 32° predicted by the model due

to Mandelis, 17 for a large change in a, pointing to bulk
absorption as the dominant signal source below 580 nm.
Beyond 580 nm, the phase lag increased a further 25°,
indicating that backing absorption may have been responsible for this signal. With regard to the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) for PDS measurements, the amplitude
SNR was > 100 and > 10, and the phase standard deviation was <0.5 ° and <5 °, in the superbandgap and subbandgap regions, respectively.
In contrast to the spectra of Fig. 3, the PDS phase
spectra for the LR-CdS (Fig. 4) showed strong evidence
for substantial surface absorption: Following the expected phase lag increase at the band edge, the phase
lag was observed to decrease substantially at longer
wavelengths, an indication that surface absorption provided a significant component to the subbandgap PDS
signal. 2°,21 As the modulation frequency was increased,
the subbandgap phase lag decreased relative to the superbandgap phase, and the turning point was blue-shifted, suggesting that surface absorption became the dominant source of subbandgap signal at higher frequency.
The origin of the strong surface absorption could have
been a damage layer caused by crystal polishing; the LRCdS had been polished considerably and then etched
prior to mounting. If the etch was not complete, a significant number of defects would be left within the crys-
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tal surface, giving rise to electronic states in the crystal
bandgap. This same crystal also gave a Mott-Schottky
plot with features attesting to a damage layer; after the
sample was re-etched, both the Mott-Schottky plot and
PDS phase spectra evinced that minimal surface damage
was present. 22
The HR-CdS PDS amplitude and phase spectra (Fig.
5) were slightly different from those of the other samples,
in that the amplitude band edge was blue-shifted 15 nm
relative to the phase band edge, while they were coincident for the three low-resistivity materials. Also, the
phase was very constant for X < 510 nm, whereas the
low-resistivity samples showed a gentle rise within this
region; the reasons for these differences in the high- and
low-resistivity phase behaviors are not known. The large
phase lag increase across the band edge (> 100° at 25 Hz)
suggests that the subbandgap signal may have been derived mainly from absorption in the backing. Considerable thermal communication can be expected between
the back and front of the crystal at 25 Hz, because the
thermal diffusion length (0.44 mm) is close to the sample
thickness (0.5 mm).
The PDS amplitude spectra of all four CdS samples
in distilled water have been plotted in Fig. 6. The HRCdS appears to have the largest bandgap, while of the
low-resistivity samples, the LR-CdS has a bandgap midway between that of the HR-CdS and the Ga-CdS and
F-CdS samples. These spectra are consistent with the
existence of electronic defect states in the bandgaps of
the low-resistivity samples; these states provide additional levels for optical transitions, effectively decreasing
the optical bandgaps of these samples if the donor levels
are sufficient in quantity, and lie near the conduction
band edge, as is usually the case. Defect states would
tend to alter the absorption spectrum of a defect-free
material most significantly at lower absorption coefficients, a spectral region where the PDS spectrum would
not be grossly saturated. We calculated22the donor densities (Nd) of the low-resistivity crystals from manufacturer's specifications,1~ and found that Nd(m -3) for the
LR-CdS, Ga-CdS, and F-CdS were 6.26 x 1021, 4.02 x
1024, and 2.01 x 1024, respectively. Assuming the apparent bandgap decrease in a sample is proportional to its
donor density, the relative positions of the band edges

shown in Fig. 6 are reasonable. Note that all of the samples were thermally thick (thickness greater than #t) at
25 Hz, and that all were optically thick for absorption
coefficients above 20 cm-L Also, the wide bandpass of
the monochromator (16 nm) may have resulted in spectra
which were distorted to some extent.
It should be noted that a certain amount of corrosion
appeared to occur under illumination in distilled water,
even at open circuit. The small illuminated region of the
crystal took on a mat appearance, while the rest of the
sample remained glossy. Gurevich and Pleskov 23 point
out that, if only part of the crystal is illuminated, this
region will corrode, while the dark region will support
cathodic reactions like hydrogen evolution or the reduction of dissolved oxygen.
CdS P E C Corrosion Under Short-Circuit Conditions.
Before any spectra obtained under SC conditions are
examined, it would be useful to point out that a certain
amount of corrosion was observed to occur when photocurrents were initiated at a fresh crystal surface. The
degree of surface corrosion was simply monitored by
measuring the photocurrent (PC) as a function of time:
The usual PC decay pattern consisted of a quick initial
drop, after which an asymptote was reached. From this
observation it appears that the reversible redox reaction
became dominant over the corrosion reaction after the
current density had been reduced somewhat by the formation of a corrosion layer, a result consistent with rotating ring-disk measurements made by Heller and
Miller. 24 Thus, when spectra were recorded under SC
conditions, a certain amount of time was allowed for the
current to reach a steady value before data were taken.
Overall, corrosion was found to be more severe in the
0.01 M PS than in the 0.05 M PS, a result in agreement
with the work of Hodes. 15
The Effect of Ionic Species Gradients on the P D S Signal. When current is flowing through the WE, a gradient
of ionic species will form in the electrolyte adjacent to
the electrode. Due to the relatively slow rate of ionic
diffusion, the species gradient will be quite stationary
when the current flow is modulated at typical PDS frequencies (>10 Hz); note that the ionic diffusion coefficients for a selection of strong electrolytes listed in the
CRC H a n d b o o k of C h e m i s t r y and Physics 25 range from
10 -5 to 3 x 10 -5 cm2s-1, while the thermal diffusivity
(=kp/C, where k is thermal conductivity, p is density,
and C is specific heat), the thermal counterpart of the
ionic diffusion coefficient, is about 1.5 x 10 -3 cm2s-~ for
water26--in other words, heat diffusion is a much faster
process than ionic diffusion. Ionic species gradients are
important because they can deflect a probe laser beam
in the same manner as a temperature gradient. 27 In fact,
Dorthe-Merle et al. 2s and Pawliszyn et al. 29 have experimentally observed laser beam deflection signals due to
both species and temperature gradients.
Now, consider the case where the PEC cell current is
modulated at a typical PDS frequency (> 10 Hz), producing both temperature and species gradients; as already noted, the ac component of the species gradient
will be very small at these frequencies, although the dc
component will be quite large. Thus, the ac PDS signal
will be almost entirely due to the temperature gradient.
This does not mean that the species gradient has no
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significant bearing upon the PDS signal; in fact, the
species gradient will cause a d c deflection of the probe
beam, which in turn, affects the ac PDS signal through
its strong dependence on the beam offset value. For instance, if the species gradient causes the probe beam to
deflect away from the electrode, the PDS signal will be
rapidly decreased.
Evidence for the existence of a species gradient effect
was obtained as follows: A PEC electrode (LR-CdS in
0.01 M PS) was illuminated with dc light, and the dc
PDS deflection was recorded as a function of wavelength,
at open circuit and short circuit. The resulting wavelength spectra were qualitatively similar, both showing
large signals for superbandgap light (~ < 525 nm). The
key difference between the two spectra was that the OC
spectrum showed much smaller signals than the SC spectrum for comparable light intensities; since similar
amounts of heat were generated at OC and SC (as evidenced by the ac PDS signals), there must have been a
nonthermal mechanism responsible for the large dc PDS
signal at SC. An ionic species gradient can be used to
explain the enhanced SC PDS signal: At OC no current
was flowing, so no species gradient existed (except for
the minor Helmholtz and Gouy-Chapman layers); at SC
a current was present and a species gradient was formed.
The combination of the species and temperature gradients may have resulted in the large dc PDS deflection.
Further evidence for the species gradient effect was
obtained by monitoring the time dependence of the PDS
signal. For instance, when a PC was initiated in an LRCdS/0.01 M PS system, a significant change in the PDS
signal was observed (Fig. 7). First, the PDS signal dropped
quickly; this decrease was probably associated with the
initial formation of the species gradient, which would
tend to push the probe beam away from the WE. 27After
about eight minutes, the PDS signal began to increase;
this trend was possibly related to the current decay, which
decreased the species gradient, allowing the PDS probe
beam to move closer to the sample. The PDS phase behavior in Fig. 7 further supports the theory that a species
gradient was responsible for the PDS signal time dependence. Note that the phase mirrors the amplitude: For
instance, as the amplitude decreases, the phase lag becomes larger; this behavior is representative of a probe
beam whose offset from the WE is increasing. Likewise,
when the amplitude increases, the phase lag decreases,
again an indication of probe beam offset diminution.
Keeping the preceding points in mind, we are ready to
discuss the nature of PDS spectra obtained under OC
and SC conditions.
The Normalization of Photoaction Spectra. In the first
subsection under "Results and Discussion," several norrealized PDS spectra were presented; the normalization
process was quite straightforward, owing to the linear
dependence of the PDS signal upon excitation intensity
and to the absence of solution absorption. On the other
hand, we have previously found 22 that both the OC PV
and the SC PC follow a wide range of functional dependences upon illumination power, depending upon the
absorption coefficient, the surface condition, and the actual power levels employed. Therefore, the normalization
of photoaction spectra to remove lamp spectral features
is not as simple as in the PDS case.
214
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The normalization procedure for spectra obtained in
0.01 M PS was as follows: Generally, these spectra were
taken over the range of 430 to 590 nm. Owing to the fact
that the lamp spectrum was quite flat over the 470-590
nm span, the normalization process suitability was judged
by how well the <470-nm drop-off in lamp intensity was
removed from a given photoaction spectrum. By trialand-error we found that the photoaction amplitude spectra were purged of lamp spectral features by the use of
an I0(~) or Io(~)'/2 normalization, where I0(},) represents
the PDS lamp spectrum.
In 0.05 M PS, data were taken over the 470-590 nm
range; the normalization process was similar to the one
described above, but was of less significance due to the
spectral flatness of the band in question. The 0.05 M PS
was found to absorb considerable light below 500 nm,
but spectra were not corrected for solution absorption.
Overall, regardless of the method employed, the normalization process did not obscure the important informarion contained within a spectrum, namely, the shape
and location of the apparent band edge and the relative
importance of the subbandgap signal. All spectra have
been labeled according to the normalization employed.
On a final note, we have also found 22 that the PV and
PC phase are also dependent upon intensity, to varying
degrees; thus, phase spectra considered to have structure
related to lamp intensity variations will be pointed out.
P D S and Photoaction Spectra of CdS Electrodes in
Polysulfide Electrolyte, Obtained Under OC and SC Conditions. In the majority of cases, PDS and photoaction
spectra were obtained in both 0.01 M and 0.05 M PS,
and at two different modulation frequencies, namely, 25
and 79 Hz. With regard to the PDS spectra, the apparent
band edges of the four crystals seemed to be independent
of solution: Distilled water, 0.01 M PS, and 0.05 M PS
yielded almost identical amplitude spectra. Also, the subbandgap PDS phase behavior in 0.01 M PS indicated
surface absorption to a much greater extent than was
the case for the 0.05 M PS, consistent with the increased
incidence of photocorrosion, and hence damage layer formation, in 0.01 M PS. Furthermore, PDS amplitude
spectra obtained under SC conditions were often perturbed relative to the OC spectra by the presence of
current-induced species gradients. For instance, Fig. 8
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shows the SC PDS, SC PC, and OC PDS amplitude
spectra for F-CdS in 0.01 M PS. Note that the SC PDS
amplitude curve is attenuated relative to the OC PDS
curve, over the range 430 to 500 nm, which corresponds
to the span over which the PC was largest. Small PDS
phase shifts were also observed in the high PC spectral
regions, and the shifts were consistent with the pattern
previously outlined above, in the third subsection under
"Results and Discussion."
In addition, there were a few cases in which the subbandgap PDS phase lag was found to be smaller than
the superbandgap phase lag (for example, Fig. 9a). This
type of behavior can be explained in the following manner: Consider an electrode with an optically thin surfacedamage layer, the absorption coefficient of which is considerably larger than that of the bulk at subbandgap
wavelengths (of the bulk). Thus, regardless of the wavelength of the exciting light, most of the illumination passes
through the damage layer to the crystal bulk. Also, the
reasonable assumption can be made that the disordered
damage layer has a much smaller thermal conductivity
than the bulk crystal. Now under conditions where the
exciting light is strongly absorbed by the bulk, the measured PDS phase lag is larger than it would be if no
damage layer had been present, because the heat must
diffuse through the poorly heat conducting damage layer
to reach the electrolyte. On the other hand, when the
bulk absorption coefficient is much smaller than that of
the damage layer (i.e., the subbandgap region), the surface becomes the main heat generating source; since absorption in the surface layer occurs physically closer to
the solid/electrolyte interface than does absorption in
the bulk crystal, the phase lag is not as large as was the
case for superbandgap light. In Fig. 9b one can see the
effect of modulation frequency upon the information
contained in the subbandgap PDS phase. At 25 Hz, the
crystal showed no evidence of surface absorption; in fact,
the large phase shift across the band edge pointed to
subbandgap absorption in the backing. On the other hand,
at 79 Hz, when the PDS method was more sensitive to
surface absorption, the subbandgap phase clearly indicated the presence of surface absorption. This type of
behavior, which was observed for several different samples under a wide variety of cell conditions, demonstrates
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FIG.9. (a) OC PDS phase spectrum of LR-CdSin 0.01 M PS; 25 Hz;
and (b) OC PDS phase spectra of HR-CdS in 0.01 M PS; 25 (o) and
79 (A) Hz; smoothed.
the importance which the thermal diffusion length plays
in allowing one to detect or monitor surface absorption.
With regard to the photoaction spectra, let us now
discuss the OC PV and SC PC amplitude spectra. First,
unlike the PDS response, in both cases the spectra obtained at 25 and 79 Hz were very similar. Second, the
apparent PV and PC band edges of each crystal were
normally quite coincident, and were shifted relative to
the PDS band edge; the extent of this shift can be seen
by referring to Fig. 8. When the OC PV and SC PC
spectra for the four crystals were plotted together, a
common pattern emerged: As can be seen in Fig. 10 (OC
PV amplitude spectra, 0.05 M PS, 25 Hz), the HR-CdS
and the heavily doped Ga-CdS had PV band edges at
the longest and shortest wavelengths, respectively. This
pattern is opposite the one obtained for the PDS spectra,
in which a band edge was situated at longer wavelengths
as the doping-density was increased. The above-noted
trend in PV and PC band edge locations is in agreement
with the Gartner model, 3° an elementary model for the
SC PC in which the minority carrier transport equation
is solved for the neutral bulk region of a Schottky barrier
device. This model predicts that, as the donor density
increases and the depletion layer becomes thinner, carriers generated by low absorption coefficient light outside
the depletion layer are collected less efficiently, effectively shifting the PC (or PV) band edge to higher absorption coefficients (shorter wavelength). Although the
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HR-CdS had PV and PC band edges at the longest wavelength, at shorter wavelengths this material yielded shortcircuit quantum efficiencies five to ten times smaller than
those of the low-resistivity materials: The poor quantum
efficiency in the high-resistivity sample can be attributed
to the weak built-in field which exists throughout the
sample, 31 in contrast to the large field which comprises
the depletion layer of a low-resistivity electrode. Several
electrochemical measurements 22 were performed which
indicated the absence of a depletion layer in the HRCdS. In addition, the HR-CdS PC spectra were found
to be affected, in the superbandgap region, by the presence of the He-Ne probe beam: Apparently, some of the
probe beam entered the low free carrier density sample,
and induced carrier photoexcitation which altered this
density (see Gerischer e t al.31).
Roger e t al. 32 have also observed a shift between the
apparent PDS and PC band edges for a CuInSe2 electrode; they related the shift to the fact that the PDS
thermal diffusion length (about 10 -4 m) was much longer
than the electron diffusion length (about 10 -6 m), which
causes different depths of the sample to be probed by
the two methods. The Gartner modeP ° does predict that,
as the hole diffusion length is increased (in CdS), the PC
band edge will be situated at longer wavelengths; owing
to a lack of knowledge regarding the carrier diffusion
lengths of the four CdS samples employed in this study,
it is unclear how important this effect was in determining
the PC and PV band edge locations.
Enhanced surface absorption seemed to provide a significant relative subbandgap OC PV, but not an SC PC.
An explanation for the poor PC could be as follows: For
each photon absorbed at the surface, assume that one
free carrier was generated, with its pair carrier localized
in a bandgap state. The free carrier would be mobile
enough to induce a voltage at OC, but little current would
flow at SC because the carriers localized in gap states
would have limited mobility. The generation of a PV
merely requires the separation of the electron-hole pair,
and is not totally impeded if one of the carriers is in a
localized state; on the other hand, it is necessary that
both carriers be mobile if a PC is to flow, since surface
holes are required for the WE anodic reaction, and re216
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ducing electrons are needed at the CE--clearly one of
these two reactions will be compromised if either the
electron or the hole is localized.
The photoaction phase spectra were somewhat more
difficult to interpret, owing to the wide variability in
observed behavior. Figure l l a depicts the OC PV phase
spectra of the four materials in 0.05 M PS; the data
obtained in 0.01 M PS are not shown. Several observations can be drawn from Fig. lla. First, all spectra were
quite similar in form, showing an approxiamtely 20° shift
near the crystal band edges. The curves obtained in 0.01
M PS were relatively more complex: The magnitudes of
the band edge shifts were quite variable, and phase
changes across the band edge were not always monotonic.
The irregular behavior in the 0.01 M PS may have been
related to the surface corrosion layers which were more
likely to reach considerable thickness in the 0.01 M PS;
the "well-behaved" curves obtained in 0.05 M PS were
possibly indicative of a clean crystal surface. Second, in
0.05 M PS, the doped samples (Ga- and F-CdS) showed
subbandgap (X > 515 nm) phase up-turns (much more
obvious for the F-CdS), which were not present for the
pure samples--these upturns may be indicative of large
defect densities. The variability of phase behavior for a
given sample in different solutions seems to indicate that
the phase is affected just as much by surface properties
as by bulk electronic properties.
With regard to the PC phase spectra depicted in Fig.
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0.05 M PS; 25 Hz; -1.51 (o), +0.40 (A), and +2.19 (+) V/SCE.
11b, it is apparent that the PC band edge phase shifts
were considerably smaller than the PV phase shifts. The
PC phase spectral features can be explained as follows:
First, the <470-nm drop correlated exactly with the lamp
spectrum; second, the 495-520 nm dip was probably associated with the crystal band edge; and third, the broad
peak centered at 560 nm also reflected the lamp spectrum. One can see that the interpretation of PC phase
spectra was made more difficult due to the intensitydependence of the phase.
The photoaction phase spectra did not change dramatically as the modulation frequency was changed from
25 to 79 Hz; usually the super- and subbandgap regions
of the spectrum shifted up or down in unison, to varying
degrees, as the frequency was changed.
Overall, the examination of OC PV and SC PC phase
spectra to obtain information about the properties of a
PEC electrode is currently speculative, owing to the dearth
of theoretical models which realistically predict the photoaction phase behavior. We can qualitatively state that
the surface properties of an electrode probably play a
major role in determining the phase behavior as the sample band edge is traversed.
P D S and PC Spectra of CdS in Polysulfide Electrolyte,
Obtained with a dc Bias Applied Across the W E and CE.
PDS and PC spectra were obtained concurrently, at various dc biases, for the three low-resistivity electrodes in
both 0.01 M and 0.05 M PS, at 25 Hz. The three measurement biases were chosen to be evenly spaced, with
one at a forward bias, one at a small reverse bias, and
one at a larger reverse bias.
With regard to the PDS measurements, the apparent
PDS band edges for the three samples were relatively
independent of bias, as expected. Observed bias variations in the superbandgap region of the PDS amplitude
spectra can be explained with the aid of the following
expression for the PDS signal as a function of bias, adapted from the work of Fujishima et al.: 33
PDS(V) = K l h v + K 2 Q ( V + K~)

(3)

where Q is the photocurrent quantum efficiency, h~ is
the photon energy, V is the applied potential vs. SCE,
and K1, K2, and K3 are wavelength-independent parameters. Equation 3 indicates that as the bias, V, is made
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FIG. 13. PDS spectra of LR-CdS,under various biases, in 0.01 M PS;
25 Hz; (a) amplitude, -1.13 (o) and +1.12 (A) V/SCE,and (b) phase,
-1.13 (o), -0.10 (zx),and +1.12 (+) V/SCE.
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more positive, the PDS signal will increase, more so in
spectral regions where the quantum efficiency is greatest.
A good example of this behavior is depicted in Fig. 12
(Ga-CdS in 0.05 M PS): As the bias was increased from
-1.51 to +2.19 V/SCE, the wavelength of the peak PDS
signal moved from 505 to 485 nm, a definite shift towards
the peak PC at 480 nm. No significant bias variation was
observed for the PDS phase in the superbandgap spectral
region.
The magnitude of the subbandgap PDS signal relative
to the superbandgap signal was usually observed to increase as a function of bias (Fig. 13a, LR-CdS in 0.01 M
PS). This increase was not due to the effect described
by Eq. 3, since Eq. 3 actually predicts that the relative
subbandgap signal should decrease, not increase, as the
bias is increased. The nature of the subbandgap PDS
signal enhancement was clarified by an analysis of the
associated PDS phase spectra (Fig. 13b): Subbandgap
amplitude increases were always accompanied by significant decreases in the subbandgap phase lag, indicative
of a growing surface damage layer. The presence of an
opaque surface layer was confirmed by visual inspect i o n - a l l crystals showing a large subbandgap PDS signal
were blackened on their illuminated surfaces. Karas and
Ellis 14 observed similar black layers when large photocurrents were passed through CdS in polysulfide solution; their analysis of the layer by Auger spectroscopy
revealed the presence of a significant amount of oxygen,
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leading them to believe that an oxide layer had formed.
The accelerated growth of the corrosion layer at high
reverse bias, where large photocurrents were present, was
consistent with our earlier discussion regarding anodic
photocorrosion: Corrosion is more likely to be the dominant WE process at high current densities. Overall, the
PDS amplitude and phase spectra were quite sensitive
to the formation of thin corrosion layers on the CdS
surface.
The PC spectra can be discussed with reference to the
Gartner equation: 3°
Iph = - q A 4 ) [ 1

-

e-"W/(1 + ~L~)]

(4)

where I,h is the cell photocurrent, ~b is the light flux,
is the absorption coefficient, A is the area of illumination,
W is the depletion layer thickness, and Lv is the hole
diffusion length; Eq. 4 is a simplified form of the Gartner
equation for n-type materials. The Gartner equation predicts that the PC band edge should move to longer wavelength as the applied bias is made more positive--as the
depletion layer becomes wider, more photons with smaller absorption coefficients will be absorbed in or near the
depletion layer. Experimentally, the wavelength at which
the PC was initiated (as the wavelength was decreased
from subbandgap values) was independent of the applied
dc bias. On the other hand, the PC spectral features at
strongly absorbed wavelengths were often quite dependent upon bias: As the bias was increased from forward
bias, the wavelength of the peak PC was increased, and
often the relative PC at the shortest wavelength was
decreased--this behavior is displayed in Fig. 14 (F-CdS
in 0.01 M PS). The relative subbandgap PC showed no
clear trend with respect to the bias. Overall, the Gartner
equation seemed to be partially correct in predicting the
behavior of the PC spectra in response to an applied dc
bias.
Finally, the PC phase spectra all followed a common
trend: At forward bias, close to the flatband condition,
the PC phase lag showed an overall decrease as the wavelength was increased across the band edge; at the two
more-positive potentials the phase lag tended to show a
net increase as the wavelength was increased.
CONCLUSIONS
Our experimental study of four CdS PEC electrodes
via PDS and AC photoaction spectroscopy has yielded
several important results. First, PDS spectra were obtained for the four samples in distilled water. The spectra
were found to be quite repeatable, and acceptable signalto-noise ratios were obtained over the entire measurement range. Also, the relative positions of the crystal
band edges could be correlated with the known donor
densities. The PDS phase spectra also displayed reasonable behavior, and nonideal subbandgap data were explained by invoking the existence of absorption at the
surface and/or in the backing.
When PDS measurements were carried out on an electrode supporting an appreciable current flow, certain PDS
signal perturbations were observed: As the electrode current was increased (with optical excitation held constant), the PDS magnitude was seen to decrease, and the
phase lag to increase--a result consistent with an in-
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creased probe beam offset. This effect will probably limit
the application of the PDS technique, as an accurate
quantitative method, to currentless systems; nonetheless, PDS appeared to be a useful qualitative diagnostic
tool under all conditions.
PDS and photoaction spectra were obtained under a
wide range of cell conditions. The photoaction band edges
were correlated with both the sample donor densities
and the magnitude of applied biases, and in this respect
the band edges were found to partially follow the trends
predicted by the Gartner model. 3° The PC phase spectra
were difficult to interpret owing to the lack of pertinent
theoretical models, but a few coherent behavioral patterns were observed. The PV phase spectra could not be
interpreted with certainty, but an apparently irregular
type of behavior seemed to indicate the presence of surface corrosion layers, and another type of response observed in the 0.05 M PS may be related to large densities
of electronic defects in the bandgap. Both the PV and
PC phase spectra showed distinct band edge structure
and may be found to yield further qualitative or quantitative information when an empirical or theoretical
model for their behavior is created.
PDS spectra obtained under the application of a dc
bias were found to be distorted in the superbandgap
region for two reasons: First, the presence of currentinduced species gradients reduced the amplitude and
shifted the phase. Second, enhanced sample heating in
spectral bands where the PC was high distorted the PDS
amplitude spectra. These distortions did not affect the
PDS signal in the subbandgap region, allowing the growth
of corrosion layers to be monitored via the examination
of the PDS magnitude and phase information.
Overall, both the PDS and AC photoaction methods
proved to be quite useful in helping to characterize the
four CdS samples. The PDS technique provided i n s i t u ,
depth-sensitive absorption spectra which were relatively
easy to interpret. The ac photoaction technique yielded
both traditional carrier transport-related amplitude information and difficult-to-interpret phase data. In addition, our experiments were useful in helping to assess
the application of the PDS technique to active PEC systems: Except for the species gradient effect, the PDS
probe was quite reliable. Regarding the question of sys-

tem invasiveness, as noted, the HR-CdS PC spectra were
found to be affected by the presence of the He-Ne probe
beam.
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A Study of Natural and Synthetic Rubies by PIXE
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Trace element analysis of 160 natural- and synthetic rubies was carried
out by using the technique of proton-induced x-ray emission (PIXE). It
was found that the natural rubies contained more and higher concentrations of impurities than did their synthetic counterparts. Our results
suggest that vanadium and iron are good indicators for separating synthetic rubies from the natural ones. The concentration of chromium is
also helpful in many cases for source identification.
Index Headings: Proton-induced x-ray emission (PIXE); Gemstones.

INTRODUCTION
R u b y , a r e d c o r u n d u m , is o n e o f t h e m o s t a p p r e c i a t e d
g e m s t h a t h a v e b e e n u s e d as j e w e l r y o r n a m e n t a t i o n b y
h u m a n k i n d for m a n y c e n t u r i e s . I t is a m i n e r a l o f v e r y
limited distribution, and it commands a higher price than
many other colored gemstones. The best known country
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w h e r e v e r y f i n e - q u a l i t y r u b i e s o c c u r is B u r m a . T h a i l a n d
is a n o t h e r m a j o r s o u r c e o f q u a l i t y r u b i e s a n d is, in f a c t ,
the world's busiest ruby trade center at present. Rubies
also o c c u r in S r i L a n k a , I n d i a , K e n y a , P a k i s t a n , A f ghanistan, and some other countries, but they are not
u s u a l l y o f s u c h g o o d c o l o r as t h e B u r m e s e a n d T h a i
stones.
As fine-quality gemstones are rare and expensive, their
s u b s t i t u t i o n w i t h i m i t a t i o n s a n d s y n t h e t i c s for o r n a m e n t a l p u r p o s e follows n a t u r a l l y . T h e h i s t o r i c a l r e c o r d 1
r e v e a l s t h a t e a r l y E g y p t i a n s m a d e glass b e a d s t o i m i t a t e
natural gemstones. However, it was not until the end of
the 19th century that duplication of natural gems became
a reality. The first successful commercial synthesis of
r u b y was a c h i e v e d b y A u g u s t e V e n e u i l o f F r a n c e s h o r t l y
a f t e r 1900; his t e c h n i q u e is k n o w n as t h e f l a m e f u s i o n
m e t h o d . 1 S i n c e t h e 1960s, a n o t h e r p r o c e s s , c a l l e d t h e flux
m e t h o d , d e v e l o p e d o r i g i n a l l y b y C. F r e m y in 1877, h a s
a l s o b e e n u s e d t o g r o w s y n t h e t i c r u b i e s for c o m m e r c i a l
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